LAKEVÜ INLAND MAPS

LAKEVÜ G3

LakeVü g3 inland maps provide industry-leading coverage, clarity and detail with integrated Garmin and Navionics® content. The charts also calculate suggested routes with Auto Guidance. You'll get coverage on more than 17,000 lakes with up to 1' contours.

LAKEVÜ G3 ULTRA

Our premium inland map collection, divided into East and West regions, includes all the industry-leading features of LakeVü g3, while adding extra mapping features such as high-resolution elevation shading and more than 150 Garmin Elite Survey Lakes.

AUTO GUIDANCE

Highly detailed shading combines color and shadow to provide an easy-to-interpret, clearer view of bottom structure than contour lines alone.

HIGH-RESOLUTION ELEVATION SHADING

Up to 1' contours provide a detailed and clear view of the lake floor so you can catch more fish and navigate with confidence.

DEPTH RANGE/SHALLOW WATER SHADING

High-resolution depth range shading for up to 10 depth ranges and shallow water shading for a user-defined depth gives a clear picture of shallow waters to avoid.

3-D VIEWS

MarinersEye and FishEye views provide 3-D representations of the surrounding area above and below the waterline.

HIGH-RESOLUTION SATELLITE IMAGERY

High-resolution satellite imagery provides superior situational awareness.

SONAR IMAGERY

Sonar imagery shows a nearly photographic view of the bottom, as if all the water had been drained away.

HIGH-RESOLUTION DEPTH RANGE/SHALLOW WATER SHADING

Canada LakeVü g3 gives you coverage on more than 13,500 total lakes, 4,800 of which have up to 1’ contours that provide clearer lake floor views, allowing you to catch more fish and navigate with confidence.

Auto Guidance feature calculates suggested routes to a destination.

Depth Range Shading enables you to view your target depth at a glance for up to 10 depth ranges.

Shallow Water Shading lets you input and shade a minimum depth to help you avoid running aground.

Displays detailed shorelines and coastlines as well as underwater features such as riverbeds, fish attractors and potential hazards.

CANADA LAKEVÜ G3

Canada LakeVü g3 inland maps provide industry-leading coverage, clarity and detail with integrated Garmin and Navionics® content.

LAKEVÜ G3 ULTRA

Our premium inland collection, divided into East and West regions, includes all the industry-leading features of LakeVü g3, while adding extra mapping features such as high-resolution elevation shading and more than 150 Garmin Elite Survey Lakes.

AUTO GUIDANCE

Highly detailed shading combines color and shadow to provide an easy-to-interpret, clearer view of bottom structure than contour lines alone.

HIGH-RESOLUTION ELEVATION SHADING

Up to 1' contours provide a detailed and clear view of the lake floor so you can catch more fish and navigate with confidence.

DEPTH RANGE/SHALLOW WATER SHADING

High-resolution depth range shading for up to 10 depth ranges and shallow water shading for a user-defined depth gives a clear picture of shallow waters to avoid.

3-D VIEWS

MarinersEye and FishEye views provide 3-D representations of the surrounding area above and below the waterline.

HIGH-RESOLUTION SATELLITE IMAGERY

High-resolution satellite imagery provides superior situational awareness.

SONAR IMAGERY

Sonar imagery shows a nearly photographic view of the bottom, as if all the water had been drained away.

HIGH-RESOLUTION DEPTH RANGE/SHALLOW WATER SHADING

Canada LakeVü g3 gives you coverage on more than 13,500 total lakes, 4,800 of which have up to 1’ contours that provide clearer lake floor views, allowing you to catch more fish and navigate with confidence.

Auto Guidance feature calculates suggested routes to a destination.

Depth Range Shading enables you to view your target depth at a glance for up to 10 depth ranges.

Shallow Water Shading lets you input and shade a minimum depth to help you avoid running aground.

Displays detailed shorelines and coastlines as well as underwater features such as riverbeds, fish attractors and potential hazards.

NEW

CANADA LAKEVÜ G3 ULTRA

Our premium inland maps for Canada include everything available with Canada LakeVü g3 and add:

High-resolution Relief Shading to make it easier to see contours and find fish holding structure.

Unique 3-D views such as MarinersEye and FishEye for additional perspective both above and below the waterline.

Dynamic Lake Level adjusts the map based on current water levels.

NEW
ACTIVECAPTAIN® APP

Give yourself the advantages of the ultimate connected boating experience. Download the free all-in-one ActiveCaptain app. It provides you with a powerful connection to your Garmin chartplotter, charts, and the community. Wherever you are, you can have unlimited access to your cartography, purchase new maps and charts, and access the Garmin Quickdraw™ Contours Community.

SPECIAL ACTIVECAPTAIN FEATURES

OneChart™ gives you access to all your charts and maps from your mobile device and lets you purchase new ones

Download software updates and notifications from the app directly to your Garmin devices

Connect to fellow boaters with the ActiveCaptain community for up-to-date feedback on marinas and other points of interest

Make, save and transfer routes and waypoints between the app and chartplotter with zero button presses

Easily upload and download the latest Garmin Quickdraw™ Contours content from the community with zero button presses

View and control your chartplotter from your smartphone or tablet

NEW CHART GUARANTEE

Customers who purchase new preprogrammed Garmin LakeVu g3 or LakeVu g3 Ultra microSD™ cards are entitled to 1 free update of the newest version of charts. If eligible, customers can update cards using our website. Updated charts will be for the same (or equivalent) region as the original purchase.

DISCOUNTED CARD UPDATE PROGRAM

Customers may update their existing preprogrammed LakeVu g3 and LakeVu g3 Ultra microSD/SD card for a discounted price. Updated charts will be for the same (or equivalent) region as the original purchase.

LAKEVÜ G3 COMPARISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>United States LakeVu g3</th>
<th>United States East LakeVu g3 Ultra</th>
<th>United States West LakeVu g3 Ultra</th>
<th>Canada LakeVu g3</th>
<th>Canada LakeVu g3 Ultra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>LakeVu HD - U.S.</td>
<td>LakeVu g3 - East</td>
<td>LakeVu g3 Ultra - West</td>
<td>LakeVu HD - Canada</td>
<td>LakeVu HD Ultra - Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part Number</td>
<td>010-C1087-00</td>
<td>010-C1204-00</td>
<td>010-C1205-00</td>
<td>010-C1113-00</td>
<td>010-C1114-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$149.99</td>
<td>$199.99</td>
<td>$199.99</td>
<td>$149.99</td>
<td>$199.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Zero button presses applies to GPXMAP® chartplotter only. ** 1 free update per card. New Chart Guarantee valid within 12 months of purchase. Equivalent region to be determined at the sole discretion of Garmin. Customer will have an opportunity to view available coverage before purchasing and/or updating.
The product is intended to be used only as a travel aid and must not be used for any purpose requiring precise measurement of direction, distance, location or topography.

Warning: the reproduction or any modifications made thereafter. No national hydrographic office and their licensors make any warranties or representations, express or implied, with respect to this product. The UKHO and its licensors have not verified the information within this product or quality assured it.

This product has been produced by Navionics based on “Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS)” data, following any minimum standards/guidelines that may have been established by the relevant authority. This product is intended to be used as a navigational tool in support of TPWD’s mission to manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas and to provide hunting, fishing and outdoor recreation opportunities for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations. TPWD makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness, currency or suitability of any information provided herein for any purpose. In contrast, the Digital Chart will contain all information on all pertinent Federal, State, and local government areas, and any indications, marks, risks, hazards, and other information useful for navigation.

This product has been created by Garmin Ltd. and its subsidiaries, using data owned by and provided under license from the Province of British Columbia. Reproduction of this product or any such data in whole or in part, except as provided above, is prohibited by law.

This product may be programmed on a recycled data card.

This product is for navigation reference only and is not intended to be used as a replacement for official government charts and notices to mariners broadcast and written alerts. The product is intended to be used only as a travel aid and must not be used for any purpose requiring precise measurement of direction, distance, location or topography.

GARMIN BLUECHART DATA AND BOTTOM INFORMATION ARE FOR NAVIGATION REFERENCE ONLY, AS BOTTOM CONDITIONS ARE CONTINUALLY CHANGING. THIS PRODUCT IS FOR NAVIGATION REFERENCE ONLY AND IS NOT INTENDED TO BE USED AS A REPLACEMENT FOR OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT CHARTS AND NOTICES TO MARINERS.

The UKHO and its licensors do not accept liability for the accuracy of the product or its use. Reproduction of this product or any such data in whole or in part, except as provided above, is prohibited by law.

This product is intended to be used only as a travel aid and must not be used for any purpose requiring precise measurement of direction, distance, location or topography.

This product is intended to be used only as a travel aid and must not be used for any purpose requiring precise measurement of direction, distance, location or topography.

This product is intended to be used only as a travel aid and must not be used for any purpose requiring precise measurement of direction, distance, location or topography.

This product has been produced by Navionics based on “Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS)” data, following any minimum standards/guidelines that may have been established by the relevant authority.